Below is a very serious concern of mine, condensed, written in letter form, re: an extension of
the military industrial to the medical industrial. There's 100s more pages of my
complaints. Please let me know if you would like more information. We need more protection
for those working in and/or patients in medical facilities. I have complaints to the police,
AHCA, Joint Commission, DOJ (not one call from the FBI), so powerful/protected, etc. Glad to
send you more information -- see some online at my website ourconstitution.info, LINKS.
Green highlights are important points ...
Thank you, Judy

Judith Futerfas
786-585-4769
Texas: make the patient go "bye-bye"
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/texas-hospice-ceo-order-nurses-overdose-patientsfbi-article-1.2584151
https://www.dallasnews.com/search?q=make+the+patient+go+bye-bye
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/courts/2018/08/23/doctor-signed-blank-prescription-formsdrugs-used-hasten-patients-deaths-reaches-plea-deal

https://www.cleveland.com/business/2018/12/cleveland-clinic-resident-who-made-anti-semiticcomments-online-no-longer-employed-by-the-hospital.html
RE: Medical-Industrial Complex, Muslim medical resident Lara Kollab, threat of abuse of her
power to affect health of patients (Jews in this case)
There is no excuse for her actions – there will always be problems in the World, and a doctor’s
role and oath should not and does not allow for any deviation. Unfortunately, this is NOT an
isolated example and such horror is NOT confined to any one person or demographic; there
needs to be protection for ALL people in medical environments.
Readers may have heard about the Dallas hospice nurses who were told to make patients die (go
“bye-bye”) by their accountant CEO manager – the patients were apparently living “too long”
and costing the facility money. See also https://www.ohio.com/news/20190115/ohio-healthsystem-says-doctor-gave-27-near-death-patients-potentially-fatal-doses-of-pain-medication.
It also appears that some vulnerable patients, perhaps with nowhere to go, are put on a morphine
drip and left to die (not necessarily terminally ill, which would still be horrid and illegal).
I was vilely threatened by my boss, a Certified Tumor Registrar at the University of Miami
(UM). I had reported cancer data manipulations in violation of state law several times, along
with other complaints. With just the two of us in his office, my boss implied that something
malicious occurred at a surgery I had, further stating that, I had “complained about a lot of

people”. To my response that that was attempted murder, he replied, “You have to prove
it”. My labs and tumor markers have been deliberately altered in subsequent tests. My boss also
threatened me, after another complaint, stating close to or exactly, “We don’t mention people’s
names here”.
A patient at UM, Joan M., had a chronic illness and took a “turn for the worse” after I
complained to an overseeing institution (Joint Commission) about the threat against me
and concerning cancers in two younger co-workers (whom I had reported previously regarding
serious retaliation complaints). I received morbid, hacked emails (I have the source documents)
time-lining Joan’s death (she died at a nearby facility [Bethesda East, Boynton] - I realized the
horror of these emails after her death – she was NOT imminently, lethally, ill). I was also sent a
required web training on restraints at work (UM) a few months after Joan died, and realized she
had been in restraints illegally. (I did not have direct patient care and this training was sent for
the first time in my 12 years working there.) I was fired within two weeks of reporting this threat
on my good 2016 evaluation response and offer of a $10,000 raise. I have reported all these
concerns to outside regulatory authorities with apparently no detailed investigation, much less
arrests.
Patients need better protection in all medical settings, including the option for filming with
cameras in rooms and at all procedures, option for lab work anonymously/with pseudonym and
MD approval not required, and real-time chemical/biologic level monitoring (at home as well),
etc. (some agents used lethally are naturally in our bodies and are best/only detected at the time
of administration). If possible, NEVER leave patients alone – sign a waiver if you must. These
protections would help ensure the safety of everyone including those vulnerable and/or
alone. Please contact me with any questions. This is beyond unconstitutional and perpetrators of
such horrid threats and actions must be held accountable. We must reign in the medical and
military intelligence apparatus. UM is also a large, long-term CIA hub – INTEL OUT of our
universities and medical schools but for job fairs and teaching (after retirement), with FULL
DISCLOSURE. See more at my site, LINKS at ourconstitution.info.

